[Investigation of Computed Tomography Exposure Dose for Whole-body 18F-FDG PET/CT Examination in Chugoku-Shikoku Regions].
We investigated the way of thinking about the CT dose setting, the exposure dose (CTDIvol, DLP) and the image quality (standard deviation of liver: SDliver) of whole-body PET/CT examinations in the Chugoku and Shikoku regions for the optimized CT dose setting. It was researched in the target 29 facilities which is equipped with 18F-FDG, PET/CT scanner in that regions. We examined how to determine the dose of complete physical PET/CT setting, the CT radiation dose (CTDIvol and DLP) and the image quality of CT fusion image that is the standard deviation of liver CT value in each facility. The optimized CT dose was lower than the diagnostic CT in many facilities. The 75th percentile CTDIvol was 6.01 mGy. The 75th percentile DLP was 560.9 mGy ×cm. The SDliver was 14.6±5.3 HU. The CT condition was low setting in comparison with diagnostic CT in many facilities. The exposure dose was lower than the diagnostic CT dose. The image quality of the normal region of liver was very close to the diagnostic CT. Even though it was low dose, images were less noise components.